New update of Bloomberg Law MARC records

May 21, 2019

Dear Valued Subscribers,

We have just posted an update of MARC records for Bloomberg Law. The records are available for free on the Bloomberg Law MARC Records page, located at https://www.bna.com/lawschool/.

This update contains revised MARC records for the Accounting Policy & Practice Portfolio series. Each record has been completely updated and now includes a link into Bloomberg Law.

Since the Accounting Policy & Practice Portfolios are no longer available through the BNA Resource Centers, we suggest that you reload or overlay the portfolio records below to add Bloomberg Law links and delete the deactivated Resource Center links.

If you need more information, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

NEW MARC RECORDS:

Tax Management Portfolios (New Titles):

- Qualified business income deduction: section 199A, Portfolio 537, OCLC *1089399535
- Dual consolidated losses, Portfolio 6650, OCLC *1089693234
- Transfer pricing: advance pricing agreements, Portfolio 6920, OCLC *1097682306
- Transfer pricing: document requests and summons enforcement, Portfolio 6925, OCLC *1098174896

REVISED MARC RECORDS:

Accounting Policy & Practice Portfolios (93 Records):

- Accounting for income taxes: FASB ASC 740, Portfolio 5000-7th, OCLC *76880817
- Accounting for income taxes: fundamental principles and special topics, Portfolio 5001, OCLC *222315963
- Accounting for income taxes: uncertain tax positions, Portfolio 5002-2nd, OCLC *428976188
- Accounting for income taxes: uncertain tax positions: selected topics, Portfolio 5003-2nd, OCLC *429042602
- Accounting for income taxes: uncertain tax positions in transfer pricing, Portfolio 5004, OCLC *803422771
- Accounting for income taxes: managing uncertain tax positions under ASC 740 and ASC 450: a practical guide, Portfolio 5005, OCLC *909804125
- The new revenue recognition standard: analysis & application, I, Portfolio 5098, OCLC *961940826
-Related party transactions, Portfolio 5148-3rd, OCLC *263289340
-Foreign currency transactions and translations, Portfolio 5163, OCLC *1099535901
-Accounting for contingencies, Portfolio 5165, OCLC *646865942
-The financial reporting of inventories, Portfolio 5168-2nd, OCLC *429100912
-Business combinations, Portfolio 5170-3rd, OCLC *429338966
-VIE consolidation model: identifying variable interests and entities considered VIEs, Portfolio 5174, OCLC *931082348
-VIE consolidation model: identifying primary beneficiary, reporting and disclosure rules, Portfolio 5175, OCLC *1000390731
-Transfers and servicing of financial assets, Portfolio 5184, OCLC *962330200
-Financial Instruments: IFRS-9: classification and measurement, Portfolio 5185, OCLC *1000539287
-Financial instruments: IFRS-9: impairment, Portfolio 5186, OCLC *1000539819
-Financial instruments: credit losses, Portfolio 5187, OCLC *1003323496
-Accounting for not-for-profit organizations, Portfolio 5200-3rd, OCLC *73514842
-Accounting for trusts and estates, Portfolio 5202-3rd, OCLC *73514955
-Accounting for mergers and acquisitions of not-for-profit entities, Portfolio 5203, OCLC *883123359
-Hospital accounting, Portfolio 5204-3rd, OCLC *73515106
-Accounting for agricultural producers, Portfolio 5205-2nd, OCLC *213408841
-Oil and gas accounting: upstream operations, Portfolio 5206-3rd, OCLC *429484541
-Accounting by partnerships, Portfolio 5209-2nd, OCLC *429522287
-Property and casualty insurance, Portfolio 5210, OCLC *1099693901
-Cost accounting principles for federal contracts, Portfolio 5300, OCLC *73515069
-Enterprise risk management, Portfolio 5303, OCLC *145563416
-Activity-based costing and management, Portfolio 5306, OCLC *703590352
-Coordinating risk management and performance measurement, Portfolio 5308, OCLC *223435636
-Linking R&D performance measurement and valuation to corporate strategy, Portfolio 5312, OCLC *430230414
-Internal reporting and improvement initiatives, Portfolio 5313, OCLC *223433069
-Management's reporting on internal control over financial reporting, Portfolio 5317, OCLC *430197481
-Auditors' reports: non-issuers, Portfolio 5400-2nd, OCLC *85852706
-Audit committee oversight effectiveness post Sarbanes-Oxley Act, Portfolio 5401, OCLC *735149944
-Auditing fair values of issuers, Portfolio 5402-2nd, OCLC *430225208
-Auditing fair values of non-issuers, Portfolio 5404, OCLC *906054212
-Continuous auditing, Portfolio 5405, OCLC *145579625
-Internal auditing: fundamental principles and best practices, Portfolio 5406-2nd, OCLC *679998998
-Auditor's need to know v. counsel's need to protect client confidences, Portfolio 5407-2nd, OCLC *612349552
-Audit risk assessment in audits of non-issuers, Portfolio 5409-2nd, OCLC *476295790
-Compilations and reviews of financial statements, Portfolio 5450, OCLC *962329993
-Preparing for and defending accounting liability litigation, Portfolio 5500, OCLC *73516485
The liability of accountants to non-clients for professional malpractice, Portfolio 5501, OCLC *73515130
Audit committees, Portfolio 5502-2nd, OCLC *1100113077
Managing legal risk in the financial reporting process, Portfolio 5503-3rd, OCLC *73678230
A strategic approach to SEC investigations, Portfolio 5504-3rd, OCLC *73517871
Strategies for an individual involved in an SEC financial reporting investigation, Portfolio 5505-2nd, OCLC *85851948
Corporate governance of the financial reporting process, Portfolio 5506-2nd, OCLC *213408888
SEC reporting issues for foreign private issuers, Portfolio 5507-3rd, OCLC *458304087
Accounting ethics: sources and general applications, Portfolio 5508-2nd, OCLC *429917233
Avoiding material omissions under the federal securities laws, Portfolio 5509-2nd, OCLC *429918182
Privilege in tax and accounting matters, Portfolio 5511-2nd, OCLC *145604732
Legal issues for accountants and auditors advising business entities, Portfolio 5512-2nd, OCLC *679687164
Responding to Department of Justice investigations, Portfolio 5515-2nd, OCLC *430227196


RECORDS TO DELETE

The following BNA Books are no longer available on Bloomberg Law. You may wish to remove them from your local catalog:

BNA Books (45 Records)

The Affordable Care Act: law and regulations, OCLC *893632532
- Unfair competition and intellectual property protection in employment law: contract solutions and litigation guide, OCLC *904166492
- Whistleblowing: the law of retaliatory discharge, OCLC *914166986

***************

If you have any questions, please email me at MNewton@bloomberglaw.com, or call me at 703-341-3308.

Thank you,

Matthew

Matthew Newton  
Cataloger
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